Cellular and Pleated Shades
A BEAUTIFUL SOLUTION FOR EVERY ST YLE

1/2" Double Cell Cellular Shades with Motorized Lift: Splendor, Endless Summer 1556

Shades with Modern Depth & Design
Graber CrystalPleat® Cellular and Pleated
Shades offer modern, streamlined style that’s
anything but flat. Whether your interior design
is coastal or cottage or contemporary—or
anything in between—you’ll find a beautiful
shade to help create your ideal space.
Made in an efficient honeycomb cell structure,
Graber Cellular Shades trap air for energysaving insulation and lower energy bills all year.
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Graber Pleated Shades come in subtle textures
and contemporary patterns. EvenPleat® is
perfect for any pleat size. It reinforces the pleats
so they stay crisp and even, for a look that lasts.
With crisp lines in premium fabrics, cellular and
pleated shades add a touch of grace, a strike of
color, and a dash of dimension to any décor.
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11/4" Single Cell Cellular Shades with Motorized Lift: Splendor, Cornerstone 0124
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W H ERE S T Y LE A N D
EN ERGY SAV I N G S M EE T

Cellular Shades
Graber CrystalPleat Cellular Shades
exemplify the “form follows function”
school of design thought. Their
signature honeycomb-shaped cell
structure is both visually interesting
and beautifully practical.
The honeycomb cells are designed
to elegantly prevent heat loss and keep
the cold air from leaking through your
windows. This insulating power gives
both your air conditioner and heater a
helping hand, lowering your energy
bills in every season.
Crafted from premium spunlace and
woven fabrics, our soft, durable cellular
shades effortlessly fit any décor—
traditional to industrial, farmhouse or
mid-century modern—to create a space
you’ll love for years.
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A Cell Size for Every Window
Cellular shades are available in four cell sizes. Each size creates a specific
look for your window and relates to the shade’s insulation value.
Which size is best for your room?
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3/8" SINGLE CELL

½" DOUBLE CELL

Sleek profile for smaller windows

Double-cell construction provides
maximum energy savings

(available in select fabrics only)
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¾" SINGLE CELL

1¼" SINGLE CELL

Large cell size creates a clean,

Extra large cell size proportioned for
oversized windows for a clean look

proportional look for medium to
large windows

with fewer pleats

3/4" Single Cell Cellular Shades with Motorized Lift: Simply Sheer, Mocha 2154

The Perfect
Mix of
Sunlight &
Privacy
Graber Cellular Shades are
made from fabrics in one of four
opacities. The fabric opacity
affects the amount of sunlight
and privacy in your room.
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Each fabric in the sheer, semisheer, light-filtering, and blackout
opacities creates different
lighting effects in your room.

Sheer
Allows the most sunlight and the least privacy

3/4" Single Cell Cellular Shades with Motorized Lift: Couture, Heron Plume 0131

Fabric colors may impact your
shade opacity. For example, if you
select a dark gray light-filtering
fabric, it will block more light than
a white light-filtering fabric.
Ask your Graber Window
Treatment Expert about how you
can try a sample of your fabric
and opacity in your home.

Semi-Sheer
Allows moderate sunlight and a little privacy
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1/2" Double Cell Cellular Shades with Motorized Lift: Splendor, Dark Taupe 1560

Light Filtering
Blocks some sunlight and offers some privacy

1/2" Double Cell Cellular Shades with Motorized Lift: Sanctuary, Dark Taupe 1472

Blackout
Blocks all sunlight and offers complete privacy
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Door: 3/4" Single Cell Slide-Vue Cellular Shade: Prestige, Beige Influence 0590 with 51/2" Cornice
Windows: 3/4" Single Cell Cellular Shades with Cordless Lift, Three-on-One Headrail: Prestige, Beige Influence 0590 with 51/2" Cornice with Keystone
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STACKING OPTIONS
Shades open from the left, center, or right,
allowing you to select your shade stack in
any configuration.

Left Stack
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The Coordinated,
Vertical Solution

Center Stack

With expansive, vertical pleats designed for
widths up to 192", Graber Slide-Vue™ Vertical
Cellular Shades bring softness, color, and
energy efficiency to your wide windows and
patio doors.
Coordinate with horizontal cellular shades
in the rest of your home for an effortlessly
harmonious look.

Right Stack

The Elements of
a Well-Dressed
Window
Superb design relies on the careful
selection of fine pieces. Layered
together, our extensive collections give
you endless possibilities in any style.
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1. ¾" single cell cellular shade in
a soft neutral coordinates and
insulates your room. Shown in
Couture, Noble Pewter 0133.

2. Graber Drapery frames the window
and adds striking color and pattern
in a contemporary style.

3. Wood cornice covers headrails
and creates strong lines. Shown
in 7½" Noble Cornice with
Keystone: Snowflake 1603.
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1

3/4" Single Cell Cellular Shades with Motorized Lift: Couture, Noble Pewter 0133 and 71/2" Cornice with Keystone; Drapery: Decorative Panels with Grommet Top
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2
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1" Pleated Shades with Cordless Lift: Muse, Navy Mosaic 4130 with Privacy Liner 8000
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C RISP LI N E S | LUSH D E SI G NS

Pleated Shades
No matter what style you love—modern, transitional, rustic,
or eclectic—Graber Pleated Shades offer beautiful colors,
textures, and patterns that give just the right dimension to your
interior design.

PLEAT SIZES
Available in 1" and 2" pleats, Graber Pleated Shades
complement windows large, small, and in between. For a
freshly pressed look that lasts for years, select the EvenPleat
option. Back ladder support ensures pleat performance and
increases shade longevity.
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1" Pleat

EvenPleat Support
(Shown on back of shade)

2" Pleat

1" Bottom Up/Top Down Pleated Shades with Cordless Lift: Eloquence, Elegant Taupe 2760
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Light Control, Illuminated
Graber Pleated Shades are made from sheer and light-filtering fabrics.
But that’s not all. Pleated shades have an additional light control option. Add
a privacy or blackout liner to further customize your light control and privacy.
Which combination of fabric opacity and liner is best for your space?

PLEATED OPACIT Y OPTIONS
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Sheer
Allows the most sunlight and the

Light Filtering
Blocks some sunlight and offers

least privacy

some privacy

PLEATED LINER OPTIONS

Privacy Liner
Add a privacy liner to a sheer
or light-filtering shade and you
will enjoy:
• Increased light control
• Increased privacy
At night, objects in your home
will appear as silhouettes from
the outside.

Blackout Liner
Add a blackout liner to any shade
and you will enjoy:
• Blocked light
• Complete privacy
At night, objects in your home
will not be seen from the outside.

1" Bottom Up/Top Down Pleated Shades with Cordless Lift: Imperial, Tropical White 4163
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Flexible Solutions
Are you designing for a sunny, insulated living room during the day and a cozy,
protected space at night? Or perhaps you prefer to adjust your shade as the light
changes throughout the day. Consider our flexible shade solutions for your home.

Sun Up/Sun Down
Combine two cellular shades
or two pleated shades. Choose

Perfect-Vue™ Shades
Combine a pleated fabric on
top with a cellular fabric on the

Bottom Up/Top Down

different opacities for just-right
light and privacy all day and night.

bottom for maximum flexibility
and superior performance.

from the top. Or, lift the shade
completely for a full view to

Let in natural light and maintain
privacy by lowering the shade

the outside.

Top Down-Only
Lower shade from the top with
continuous-loop lift. Ideal for
rooms where privacy is essential,
but natural light is desired
(cellular shades only).
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Specialty Shapes
Cover your arch, bay, corner, and angled windows with Graber Cellular or
Pleated Shades. For specialty shapes like circles and hexagons, consider
Graber Cellular Shades.

Arches
Shade covers perfect arches,
non-perfect arches, quarter-

Arch Over Standard
A standard corded shade and arch
are combined to eliminate light

circle, and full-circle windows.

gaps between the arch and shade;
arch is stationary and shade is
operable. Available with cellular
shades only.

Skytrack™ Skylights
Cover your hardest-to-reach
windows; room-darkening side
channels will eliminate light gaps.

3/4" Single Cell Cellular Shades with Motorized Lift: Couture, Noble Pewter 0133
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Lift with Ease
Small moments of beauty and convenience throughout each
day help create a beautiful, comfortable life. We designed
our cellular and pleated shades with those everyday moments
in mind.
With a variety of options, you’ll find the control type that brings
the most ease to your daily routine.

CELLUL AR & PLEATED CONTROL OPTIONS

Motorized Lift
Raise and lower shades individually

Cordless Lift
Cord free is best for children

or as a group with the touch of
a button or by integrating with a
home automation system. Simple,
easy to use, and ideal for homes
with children and pets.

and pets. A shade without
cords also presents a clean,

Continuous-Loop Lift
Smooth operation with a
consistent cord length which

Cord Lift

makes raising shades easier than

time-tested solution.

ever; consider for large, heavy
shades.

streamlined appearance.

Raise and lower using a freehanging cord; it’s a standard,
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Fabric-Wrapped Cornices
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Wood Cornices

Finish with Top
Treatments
Give your room a finished, polished look with
top treatments that cover your headrails.
Showcase your personal style with plush,
fabric-wrapped cornices or add natural
character with cornices and valances made
from handcrafted 100% North American
hardwood and available in custom colors.
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Wood Valances

Safety Solutions
You have high standards for the products you use to decorate your home. You want them to be strong,
durable, and above all, safe for your family.
At Graber, we’ve been handcrafting window treatments for more than 80 years. And they’re in our homes, too.
It’s why we take special care creating window treatments that are both safe and beautiful. Our cordless and
motorized control options have been certified as Best for Kids by an independent lab. Satisfy your discerning
design sensibility and revel in peace of mind with Graber custom window treatments.
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Perfect-Vue Shades with Cordless Lift: 2" Pleated Shades: Serendipity, Heavenly 5800 (top) and
1/2" Double Cell Blackout Cellular Shades: Sanctuary, Pink Rose 1465 (bottom) with 41/2" Cornice with Keystone
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Graber is a brand of Springs Window Fashions, the Best Experience Company
Graber is a registered trademark of Springs Window Fashions, LLC.
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